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OUTLINE OF THE PRESENTATION

• Context and reasons for the exemption

• Problem Statement

• Rationale for the exemption (transparency and accountability test)

• Research conducted by the National Treasury

• National Treasury Instruction No. 04 of 2022/2023

• How is the government restoring Eskom’s long-term financial 

sustainability?
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CONTEXT  TO THE EXEMPTION

• Corruption is ENTRENCHED as identified by Zondo Commission, and new boards 

trying to nurse SOEs back to health

• A public entity, listed in schedule 2 to the PFMA, often also adheres to the JSE listing 

requirements and the Companies Act (2008) and reports in terms of the more 

onerous IFRS standards

• An exemption from the PFMA, such as for Eskom and Transnet, does not diminish 

adherence to these prescripts and competitiveness against private sector companies 

More importantly, the exemption(s) don’t remove the legislative and governance 

requirements to:

• Identify and report all corrupt activities to the authorities

• Identify all procedural and deliberate non-compliance with laws and regulations, 

and take actions to recover any losses as a consequence of such 

• Identify weaknesses in internal control and take actions to address and 

strengthen governance structures and control environment

• Reporting of losses to Eskom as a result of criminal or other activities in the 

financial statements
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CONTEXT  TO THE EXEMPTION REQUEST

• Discussions started in July 2022 and on 26 October 2022,the Energy Procurement 

and Finance Workgroup of the National Joint Operational and Intelligence 

Structure supported Eskom’s intent to request an exemption

• 09 March 2023, the Chairman of Eskom submitted a request for a section 92 

PFMA exemption to the Minister of Finance

• The exemption related to section 55(2)(i)(ii) and (iii) of the PFMA, Regulation 

28.2.1 and Instruction No. 4 of 2022/2023 (PFMA Compliance and Reporting 

Framework)

• The exemption request touched on three areas requested to be disclosed in the 

annual report and not the financial statements:

(a) material losses due to criminal conduct 

(b) irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure 

(c) any losses recovered or written off 

For the periods 

22/23, 23/24 & 

24/25
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Commercial mandate of SOEs

• Major SOEs are bound by both the Companies Act and PFMA, and required to 

implement more onerous accounting standards (IFRS) and JSE requirements

• Audit opinion goes beyond that of other listed companies, and includes dealing with 

current and historic irregular expenditure in terms of PFMA

• Audit opinion is often linked to debt covenants which puts SOE’s in automatic 

breach/default should they not receive an unqualified opinion on the financial 

statements

• Majority of SOE’s have legacy issues following state capture → have to 

identify irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure that arose in the past and are 

thus receiving qualifications on the opening balances of irregular, fruitless and 

wasteful expenditure reported in the financial statements

• Significant time and effort is required to review all historical information in 

order to identify breaches in laws and regulations and to take appropriate actions 

as prescribed by NT
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Commercial mandate of SOEs

• In many cases, this default is accompanied by an increase in cost of borrowing, which 

puts further strain on already constrained cash reserves.

• In other instances, SOEs have to secure waivers from each and every lender impacted 

by the default event, such that lenders may not require accelerated or immediate 

repayment of debt etc.

• Inability to compete with other key players in the same industry 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

• Budget speech, February 2022, Minister of Finance:

“We must differentiate between corruption and minor transgressions of 
the rules of policy prescripts that are audited as irregular expenditure.

The National Treasury is engaging with the Auditor-General to continue to 
ensure transparent disclosure of minor transgressions, but outside the 
financial audit process.”

• Response of President Ramaphosa to state capture and corruption (6.1.8):

“The National Treasury and the Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) 
are working together to review the usefulness of the concept of irregular 
expenditure, and to focus on identifying corrupt or suspicious expenditure, 
or expenditure made in bad faith. This is part of an effort to address the 
Commission’s recommendation cited in paragraph 5.3.2.3.”
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RATIONALE FOR THE EXEMPTION

Transparency Test
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RATIONALE FOR THE EXEMPTION (cont.)
Accountability Test

• Eskom to report on material losses due to criminal conduct in the Annual 

Financial Statements (AFS) (55(2)(b)(i) of the PFMA)

• Criminal and disciplinary steps taken as a consequence of such losses or 

irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure must still be disclosed in the AFS 

(sections 51(1)(e) and 55(2)(b)(ii) of the PFMA)

• Losses recovered and written off must still be disclosed in the AFS (55(2)(b)(iii) 

of the PFMA)

• Eskom’s board still required to prevent irregular, fruitless and wasteful 

expenditure in terms of section 51(1)(b)(ii) of the PFMA

• Assurance in reported information (regularity audit-AFS and agreed upon 

procedure- annual report)

• Ensuring that agreed upon procedures are conducted on information reported in 

the annual report by external auditors, a condition of the exemption
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RATIONALE FOR THE EXEMPTION (cont.)

Accountability Test
• Eskom will continue to report 

on material losses due to 
criminal conduct in the AFS as 
per the illustration 

• This will include the following:

• Theft of conductors, 
cabling and related 
equipment 

• Estimated non-technical 
revenue losses  

• Fraud

Extract from Eskom’s AFS for the year ended 31 March 2022.
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Prior exemptions – was transparency and accountability achieved?

• Similar conditions and reporting requirements were granted to Transnet

• Permitted disclosure of irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure in the annual 

report

• Consultation with the AGSA on audit implications and type of assurance to be 

provided

• Performance of agreed upon procedures by the AGSA

• Tabling of annual report, audited AFS to Parliament which enabled for oversight 

and accountability by Parliament

RATIONALE FOR THE EXEMPTION (cont.)
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TRANSPARENCY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY TEST
TRANSNET CASE STUDY

Information reported in the integrated report 
of the entity 

Reported information was subject to audit 

Integrated report tabled in Parliament on 16 
August 2022
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Transnet post 
exemption and 
Audit outcome
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Research conducted by National Treasury 
• Over the past decade, irregular expenditure (IE) has increased significantly with an 

average annual growth rate of 36%, often for procedural reasons

• The rise in IE has become a major concern for government, particularly given the 

widely held public perception that IE is equivalent to fraud, and makes accounting 

authorities and officers risk-averse, and avoid being problem-solvers

• The definition of IE is broad and captures any spending emanating from a 

transgression of any applicable legislation, irrespective of the nature and amount of 

the transgression 

• For example, the 2020/2021 FY was significantly affected by the R77 billion 

recorded by the NSFAS for disbursing bursaries without a gazetted funding 

guideline (a procedural non-compliance)
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Research conducted by National Treasury 

• The increase in legal prescripts has a direct impact on the compliance universe and 

the scope of IE

• In the UK, entities report on losses where public resources have been lost or 

wasted.  However, in South Africa IE focuses on the value of the transgression 

rather than the resulting loss (if any) to the state
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NT research conducted (cont.)
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▪ In South Africa, the irregular 

expenditure figures in Annual 

Reports include both procedural 

and deliberate non-

compliance. 

▪ Frequently, procedural non-

compliance does not lead to 

any losses for government. It is 

simply about a process that was 

not followed. 

▪ The reporting on procedural IE 

adds little value but imposes 

significant compliance costs

on government in identifying, 

detecting, assessing, addressing, 

reporting on and condoning IE 
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NT research conducted (cont.)

• The requirement to disclose irregular expenditure in the notes to the financial 

statements triggers the auditing obligation

• This means that the auditors must obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence to 

support their opinion on the financial statements

• This disclosure requirement creates the risk of qualification on the basis of irregular 

expenditure, over and above what is expected of listed companies. 

• For SOEs, the higher risk of qualification adversely impacts on their ability to 

borrow, and greater reliance on the fiscus

• Irregular expenditure is assessed twice in the audit cycle:

• In the audit of compliance with laws and regulations – the auditors test for 

violations of laws and regulations 

• In the financial audit – the auditors test the completeness and accuracy of the 

numbers reported on irregular expenditure in the notes to the financial statements
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National Treasury Instruction 04 of 2022/23
• Requirement for institutions (subject to the PFMA) to disclose in their financial 

statements, unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure that 

occurred in the financial year with comparative amounts

• Information required to be disclosed in the annual report is as follows:

- unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure under 

assessment, determinations and investigations

- information on irregular expenditure condoned, not condoned and removed

- Losses recovered

- Losses written off

- unauthorised expenditure approved with or without funding

- criminal and disciplinary steps take as a consequence of losses and IE&FWE
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How is the government restoring Eskom’s 
long-term financial sustainability?

• There are several reasons why government has proposed a more optimal solution

to Eskom’s debt:

1. Since 2008/09, government has provided the utility with R263.4 billion in

bailouts.

2. These allocations have failed to stem the collapse of Eskom’s balance sheet

and operations.

3. The utility imposes an enormous drain on the economy and its debt stands at

an unsustainable R423 billion.

4. Government guarantees R350 billion of this debt, which is at risk of default – a

contingent liability that raises South Africa’s risk premium and borrowing costs.

• An optimally designed debt solution, with conditions, can strengthen the utility’s

balance sheet, enabling it to restructure and undertake the investment and

maintenance needed to support security of electricity supply.
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What are the key features of government’s 
approach?
• The Minister of Finance announced a debt relief arrangement of R254 billion (about 

R168 billion in capital and R86 billion in interest) over the next three years to restore 

Eskom’s financial sustainability.

• The National Treasury will advance a loan to Eskom that will be converted to equity as 

Eskom meets the conditions outlined by the Minister of Finance.

• Strict conditions have been developed to safeguard public money, including limitations 

on new borrowing. The Minister of Finance will enforce these conditions, and upon 

compliance, will allow the entity to convert the loan to government-owned equity. 

• Quarterly meetings between the National Treasury, the Department of Public 

Enterprises and Eskom will take place to discuss progress made in achieving 

conditions.

• Additional reporting obligations will be imposed onto Eskom to ensure that the funds 

allocated for the debt relief arrangement are used for that purpose and that all broader 

governance challenges at the utility are addressed. 
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Why is it important for Eskom to be on a 
sound financial footing? 
• With a sound balance sheet, Eskom can undertake the investments needed to resolve 

loadshedding through the maintenance of its existing fleet and investment in transmission, 

distribution and other infrastructure. 

• While Eskom’s guarantee portfolio will be reduced as its debt is settled through the debt relief 

arrangement, its large guaranteed debt remains a significant contingent liability and therefore a 

fiscal risk.

• Any event that triggers loan covenants between Eskom and their lenders will put Eskom’s balance 

sheet under further pressure, will likely increase Eskom’s cost of borrowing and may result in 

additional fiscal pressure should the entity be unable to negotiate lender waivers for these 

covenants.

• Over the next three years, the National Treasury, Department of Public Enterprises and Eskom will 

implement the debt relief arrangement to relieve extreme pressure on the utility’s balance sheet, 

enabling it to undertake the necessary maintenance and investment. 

• In addition, the National Treasury has appointed an international consortium with extensive 

experience in the operations of coal-fired power stations to review all plants in Eskom’s coal fleet 

and advise on operational improvements.
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CONCLUSION AND WAY FORWARD

• Key SOEs have to deal with historical IF&W expenditure, which cripples the 

process to reverse the effects of state capture, how do we assist honest officials 

to fix an entity that has suffered from corruption?

• The three year exemption provides the basis for Eskom/Transnet to break from 

its recent past, and reduce the scope for qualified audits due to historical IF&W 

expenditure, what other reporting to oversight structures would be required?

• What further reporting or governance arrangements can be introduced to reduce 

the scope for corruption in SOE’s?

• Treasury is open to any further measures to strengthening any exemptions, to ensure that 

we reduce the scope for further abuse and corruption
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